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The authoritarian-minded people who have sought to sti�e free speech and open debate
are the same people who seem to hate capitalism and favor Marxism. As Robert Kiyosaki
explains to us, there’s a similar mindset involved in both cases.

Both demand fealty to an ideology, they demand purity of thought, and they share a lack
of awareness of where and how prosperity actually arises.

Because of these traits, and their fervor for enforcing compliance with their worldview,
the world will face hardship and ruin if they are allowed to run things for much longer.
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In other words, it’s now or never.

Become an Insider: These videos are just the beginning of the time-saving research, data,
an insight-driven community, and real-time ALERTS you won’t get anywhere else. Join
today and get access to information you can’t live without.

Click Here to Join or Upgrade

Watch the video

Robert Kiyosaki Tells All

Other Ways to Watch:   Odysee     YouTube   Download (Private Use Only)

Continue to Part 2

Listen to the Audio

Click Here to Download

Transcripts are available for our Peak Insiders and VIP Supporters. Consider upgrading
today.

Part 2 - Paying Subscribers Only

Only paying subscribers may access Part 2 of this content, The News Continues to
Disappear.

Continue to Part 2
– Peak Prosperity –

00:00 00:00
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Judith Chantler(@jackadz)
  26 days ago

INTERVIEW SUGGESTION

Denis Rancourt has done some wonderful study on the data around excess deaths in
the Covid time. It’s very interesting listening to him about what he has found. My view
about everything seems so much wider since listening to him.
Here is an interview with him on Jermwarfare. Would love to see you do one Chris. He
also has a stunning view about the geopolitical situation in the world.

https://twitter.com/00olmolungring/status/1620724260842131456?s=61&t=8-
aYzTc_iC3yqsOuYCd2ow

1

rhare (@rhare)

  Reply to    19 days ago

Wow! I second that. Those videos/papers are very interesting.

0

Barbara(@bj-brown)
  28 days ago

So How Does Capitalism Prevent This Pillage

   Newest 
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The Fed and Biden have taken cash from main street and transferred it to the wall
street oligarchy class. They have taken those ill-gotten gains and used them to buy up
resources, including land and commodities. An now it’s water.
Here’s a chilling trend: fallow your farm (Not responsibly farm it for soil improvement
and water retention) and the city slicker/wall street robbers will buy the water rights
and ship your water resources to cities for watering their grass. Makes me wonder if
mismanagement of climate mitigation is a deliberate thing. You can make more
money if things get worse. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/new-york-investors-
snapping-up-colorado-river-water-rights-betting-big-on-an-increasingly-scarce-
resource/

0

Andrej Virant(@andrejv)
  28 days ago

Mark Moss

Mark Moss is very good researcher, too. Just like Chris, everything he sais and chows is
backed by data.

0

bluelabelmuzik(@bluelabelmuzik)
  29 days ago

Winklevoss Twins In Hot Water!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fm9bYsHSlAg

0

Ben Schumacher(@shoo)
  1 month ago

Interview

Whitney Webb
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1

pnwdefector (@pnwdefector)

  Reply to    30 days ago

Yes!!! She’s the SHARPEST journalist of our time … light years ahead of the pack.

It’s dif�cult for average people to digest the world through her lens, but she is

ferociously well researched and the facts are indisputable.

 Last edited 30 days ago by pnwdefector

0

Linton Herbert(@linton-herbert)
  1 month ago

Capitalism

Ok. Freedom is among my top priorities, so I am mostly capitalist. BUT, if we go into a
level playing �eld and I am penniless while you are a jillionaire, and an opportunity
arises, you can exploit it better than I. Nobody mentions this, so it may be a bigger
problem than even I see. Also, the jilllionaire can directly or indirectly in�uence
politicians to bene�t himself over me. No longer a level playing �eld. There’s a third,
but my antique brain can’t �nd it.

4

ParadoxAlley(@paradoxalley)
  1 month ago

A One-Sided Story

A number of thoughts cropped up during this interview, of which I will share one here:

Capitalism / Communism is bi-modal thinking. This is a trap. Bi-modal thinking is used
to create divisions between people. No different than other pernicious categories like
democrat/republican, conservative/liberal and so forth. While these terms have utility,
it is best to keep in mind there is always a spectrum in which these categories exist—a
fuzzy set.
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With respect to this, I identify as a pragmatist—not as a capitalist or communist.
Capitalism and communism are tools. They are in essence a form of technology. Like
all tools there are situations where each is most effective. Free-markets work quite
well in certain circumstances and this is where the tool of capitalism should be
applied. I think things like entrepreneurship �t here, the opportunity to pursue an idea
and/or love and make a living doing so de�nitely has positive bene�t to society. There
are other situations where top-down command structure and the massive funds from
the public coffers appear to be necessary, and this is where the tool of communism
should be applied. The US military is an excellent example: A huge organisation with
extreme top-down command structure that is also a massive burden on taxpayers as
it is funded through the public coffers. (Quite interestingly this is an organizational
structure that is the very fear of those who identify as being republicans and freedom-
loving who often are active participants–I have a lot of thoughts about this but do not
want to digress.) However, a strong military has proven utility, at least historically.

While it can be comforting to think in simple absolutes—e.g. agitate for just one
direction like pursuing pure capitalism—it turns out the real world is genuinely
complex and a single tool is just not enough. That is human nature. Humans are
messy. Imperfect. Indeed, if we are going to discuss “freedom” we must also bring in
the idea of the freedom of being imperfect. There is also the very real problem that
when people get power, they tend to abuse it: This is again human nature and needs
to be kept in mind when trying to piece together a civilization that bene�ts the most.
Communism has often been linked to rigorous control by a government and the
temptation to abuse that power appears to be too great, so there must be a balancing
force, something like capitalism in the mix. However, the way capitalism and free
markets are typically run can also lead to similar aberrations–wealth concentrated
among a small number of individuals, for example. Since wealth is power, as with
communism abusing said power is almost certain. It does not matter how that power
is attained–when it is attained it is often abused in varied and sundry ways. This
operates at all scales from interpersonal relationships (e.g. when one spouse has too
much power over another), workplace settings and on up to the largest companies
(e.g. censorship) and most powerful governments. Again, it is human nature–
something that needs to be recognized and part of the discussion on how to do things
going forward.

Another way to frame this is with the idea of policy. What I have seen is that there is
often nothing wrong with a given policy (there are exceptions, of course!). A policy
typically only becomes a problem when used with a heavy hand. For example, clear-
cutting. This is a useful tool in forestry. It often is the most economically ef�cient
means of harvesting. And many forest types can endure the disturbance–the forest
will grow back, especially with the right attention. However, this is within limits. Too
much clearcutting can lead to issues with ecosystem function and forest recovery,
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especially over the long-term and in speci�c forest types. When this policy (tool) is
applied too often, it becomes a problem. It is best to use this tool among a mix of other
options, such as patch cutting, uneven-aged approaches and so forth.  Same with
either capitalism or communism. Too much of either leads to problems, a key one
being human suffering. These tools each require a balancing force to keep them in
check. This idea should not be so alien, as we often �nd in nature a balance of forces
that keep things in check. If this were not so, likely there would be no life. 

 Last edited 1 month ago by ParadoxAlley

5

Barbara (@bj-brown)

  Reply to    28 days ago

I have been working with Braver Angel, who have been trying to defuse hate and
divisiveness in politics. They have built on the tact that your neighbor is NOT a

monster and could have reasons for their political stance – would it hurt you to
listen. (Little to close to woke for me, but they have had some success with

individuals and small groups because you neighbor is probably deluded, not evil.)
What I have been taking them to the wall on is their duopoly stance. They require
local groups to have a Red and a Blue as a leadership team. I immediately asked

what about the majority in the population – Independents. Oh, they replied you can
be Purple, just pick which side you lean toward.

My response was NO, you don’t get us. We are anti-duopoly Independents and we
think Red and Blue extremists ARE the problem – both of you. The issues are not a
linear polarity. The real issues are all orthogonal to the childish, tribal polarity �ght.

I’ve been making some progress in our local groups by pushing Red to criticize Red
extremists and Blue to criticize their nutcases.

The same is true of Capitalism and Communism. This is an irrelevant polarity. It

keeps your attention off better solutions for a complex world. So-called Capitalists
use their money to corrupt governments and as ParadoxAlley points out, once a

Robber Baron has stolen all the �at money, with help of corrupt governments and
used it to buy up all the capital assets, no mater how smart, innovative and hard
working we might be, it’s like the peons starting Monopoly with $10 and trying to

play against the Robber Barons who start with $1,000 to $10,000. We’ve mentioned
sociopaths being attracted to and actively assisting the Oligarchy. The get their cut

like Ma�a enforcers and don’t even need physical violence. Just a corrupt politician
or bankster.

I think we should Never use the word Capitalism. It has been so corrupted we really
can’t defend the current system and we look ridiculous doing so. Ayn Rand pointed
out that monopolies were NOT a result of free markets, but of corrupt Governments

 Offl ine Peak Insider
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giving preference to their contributors – rail road land grants, corrupt contracts,
turning a blind eye to things like hiring Pinkerton thugs to shoot strikers.

So here’s our problem. Corrupt crony Capitalism has totally coopted western
governments. Davos controls them and WEF pretends to be Capitalist (and did,

indeed siphon off all their ill-gotten gains through the cesspool people we called
Capitalism). So we’ve now transferred all power and most assets to the WEF gang. I
have not heard a practical answer as to how we reverse the THEFT. The 40-50-

group, whose baby boomer parents were middle class and satis�ed with their
economic status, no longer have the income or assets to mount an assault on their

billionaire masters. I don’t think baby boomers, who still have middle-class assets
available, are going to be able to die with enough assets to rescue their
grandchildren, and even that rescue leaves the intervening generation as debt serfs.

So in a world of those supported by government handouts and wage serfs, none of
whom have assets and lack enough income to comfortably support their families,
who is going to mount a resistance?

Chris has been able to show us what the few remaining honest af�uent (quali�ed
investors only need apply) are able to do to protect themselves. But unlike the

robber barons, they are not going to build businesses that will hire the “huddled
masses” and offer them a way to start building assets. In our debt-based economy
the majority of American workers are forced to buy at the company store at in�ated

prices that will keep them forever in debt. If you haven’t heard the song Sixteen
tons, listen to the lyrics. Not just debt poverty, but the violence it sprouts.

Chris is right, those working around the system successfully are not bad people, but
they are in the mode of protect themselves and their class, with neither the
resources nor the will to take on the system. And the right to petition the

government for redress of grievances (protest marches) has become a joke.

It’s easy for me to say, as a retired person with assets, that what must happen is that

we shut down the economy. The market MUST crash with no bail outs of the
perpetrators. I, and most quali�ed investors, will survive. I’m not so sure about the
rest of you. If we do the right thing and give unemployment insurance to those

whose crooked employers failed, then we start the cycle again. The taxpayers’
money you use to keep your families alive all �ows to the billionaire class and we

start the cycle over again. The thieves will use unfair tax laws to make sure that only
the remaining middle class are taxed to save those the kleptocracy has made poor.

Sorry fellows, either government mandates of any type are OK, OR using tax policy

to bribe the rich to do things the government and oligarchs, NOT the people, want
is WRONG. Absentee landlords dumping their �at money gains into real-estate, far
from solving the housing problem, have made housing unaffordable for young,

working families. Tax credits for fake green energy projects are destroying farmland.
Think about that when you see empty store shelves. The US tax code is a major tool
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of oppression AND a big factor in the wealth transfer game. They work for the
“quali�ed investor class”, not for main street.

1

bcoop(@bcoop)
  1 month ago

INTERVIEW SUGGESTION

John Ryan, National Center for Missing & Exploited Children.

https://www.rutherford.org/publications_resources/john_whiteheads_commentary/evil
_walks_among_us_child_traf�cking_has_become_big_business_in_america
TEASER……………..
“Consider this: every two minutes, a child is bought and sold for sex.”

0

MichelleK(@michellek)
  1 month ago

No thanks

0

Teegoat(@teegoat)
  1 month ago

Interview List

Bill Holter
Hal Turner
Jeff Berwick
Catherine Austin Fitts

0

Marko ristiniemi(@puma82)
  1 month ago
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"Starting Of Industrial Era, The Slavery Stopped"

“starting of industrial era, the slavery stopped”

No it didn’t. it just transformed into a more sophisticated state.

Chris stop dragging these fools into your shows plz

1

Marko ristiniemi (@puma82)

  Reply to    1 month ago

before Communism, workers in Europe were essentially slaves for the aristocracy.
Communism didn’t just come out of nowhere. Boomers just got everything handed

on silver platter, which is unprecedented in history of western world

 Last edited 1 month ago by Marko ristiniemi

0

Marko ristiniemi (@puma82)

  Reply to    1 month ago

to wrap this up capitalism is just a continuation of British colonialism and to

further dates, all to way back to Egyptians. Its the science of ruling masses
(the people) that’s why they’re freaked about individuals having a choice, be it
medical or a choice to not participate in the system

 Last edited 1 month ago by Marko ristiniemi

0

Helix2(@helix2)
  1 month ago

Interview Wish List

Ed Dowd, to discuss the reception to his book

Neil Oliver

Someone from the Rwandan Unity experiment to talk about the post-genocide
process of Justice and Reconciliation in that country

 Offl ine
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Patriot Nurse to talk about medical preparation and her take on the role of the
citizen in America now vs the role envisioned in the Constitution

James O’Keefe

Ferfal

2

Helix2 (@helix2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

…and Michael Burry

4

AmericatheLost(@americathelost)
  1 month ago

Pursuit Of Happiness?

Correct me if I’m wrong here, but wasn’t the original wording “The pursuit of Property”
? I’ve heard somewhere that it was changed in the late 19th century to the Pursuit of
happiness.

0

Island girl (@island-girl-2)

  Reply to    28 days ago

Yes, the original wording was from John Locke. Jefferson changed it. Happiness,
inAristotelian philosophy is called eudaimomia, which is more akin to human

�ourishing

0

CarmineCFT(@carminecft)
  1 month ago

NEXT Interview

Please interview Max & Stacey Keiser about what is going on in El Salvador regarding
the Volcano Bonds an paying off their debts
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Investor Chris McIntosh (friend of George gammon)

Michael Saylor regarding Bitcoin being property , digital energy, and demonetizing
other assets

0

Barbara(@bj-brown)
  1 month ago

Someone Is Tracking The Fraudsters

Excellent summary of corporate fraud. Let’s make this go viral.
This is an especially good thing to send to ex-friends and family that don’t normally
see the world as we do. We know this, here’s an independent researcher saying the
same thing.

Your comments when you send this can be something like – even the woke love
protection from corporations. They might listen to this.
“Please protect yourself from these predators”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg2mUFo8znY

1

Derek in the Flat Lands (@holytoled-io)

  Reply to    28 days ago

Oh look it’s the co-founder of Peak Prosperity! I want Chris to interview Adam

Taggart, get the gang back together.

0

Barbara(@bj-brown)
  1 month ago

Or Those Gaming The Climate Situation Could Cheat Their Way
Out Of Their Problems

I wish this were surprising. Carbon credits are basically a scam.
https://www.theguardian.com/…/revealed-forest-carbon…
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Good news though, Iowa State Agronomists are working on a way to get better uptake
of Nitrogen which can also offset warming.

Shall we start our own Nitrogen exchange market? At least we wouldn’t cheat.

0

Island girl(@island-girl-2)
  1 month ago

The Pursuit Of Happiness

I wonder if we fully appreciate what the founders meant by the pursuit of happiness.

Several key founders were classically educated and versed in the philosophy of the
Greco-Roman thinkers.

Aristotle argues that the key to happiness is a commitment to virtue. The term he
used for happiness is the Greek, eudamonia, which is dif�cult to de�ne, but loosely
translates to human �ourishing. You don’t merely live but you thrive.

His thinking is found in the little volume, Nicomachean Ethics. In brief, the four main
substitutes that seduce people but fall short are physical pleasure (hedonism), money,
prestige, and power.

By contrast, for Aristotle the key to �ourishing is to cultivate virtue, which is a
disposition to act with integrity and in accord with what supports the best in human
nature.

He argued that there are intellectual virtues, which lead to good judgment, and moral
virtues, which lead to right living and good relationships. Virtues are habits that we
build by practice, until they becomes an ingrained part of our character. They are a
mean between extremes (the sweet spot). Courage, for example, is a virtue between
the extremes of cowardice and rashness.

John Locke, the British philosopher who in�uenced the founders, wrote of speci�cally
life, liberty and property. But this philosophy was largely materialist.

Jefferson changed it to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

I think Jefferson may have had Aristotle in mind. Without life, there is no liberty;
without liberty; there can be no personal agency or freedom to act in accord with
one’s conscience, consequently, no happiness.

This is the case in totalitarian systems that engender so much suffering and
unhappiness. You may live, but you cannot thrive. Yeonmi Park can certainly speak to

 Offl ine Peak Insider
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this.

10

Helix2 (@helix2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Love this, Island Girl

0

Redneck Engineer (@redneck-engineer)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Yes!

Nice to see discussion linking Aristotle to Jefferson. That’s not much understood
these days.

My favorite philosophy class was on Aristotle’s Ethics. What a great mind.

I’d point out the emphasis on “pursuit of” happiness. We have a right to pursue it, to
live life for our own ends rather than as servants to others and their ends. We don’t

have the right to happiness directly though in the same way we have rights to life,
liberty, property.

1

thc0655(@thc0655)
  1 month ago

Interview

Tulsi Gabbard !

7

TheJMan (@thejman)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I’m for this one but only if we ask her why she was a Young Global Leader of the
WEF and how she sees that decision now and why.

I like her but it feels like a trojan horse and I can’t shake the feeling she is not

beholden to that group as a long con.
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 Last edited 1 month ago by TheJMan

5

Mario(@mnicolaou)
  1 month ago

Great Interview

Thank you Chris. Robert has been a long term mentor of mine. I was �rst introduced to
his book by my father as a teenager. I enjoy his thinking a thought process as well as
his sense of humor. He has been valuable part in helping me achieve �nancial
freedom. You are taking me to new levels of thinking.

Indirectly he is how I found you and started following your work. He led me to Mike
Maloney and Mike introduced you in one of his videos BC (before Covid) It makes
sense all of you are friends. I really enjoyed that. As always very thought provoking. I
love the psychology of it all.

1

Island girl(@island-girl-2)
  1 month ago

Yeonmi Park As Interview Subject

Listening to Mr. Kiyosaki describe the Communist Manifesto (an easy read, BTW) and
the in�uence of the Frankfurt School at Columbia brought to mind the ordeal of
Yeonmi Park, who escaped NOrth Korea, made it to the US and enrolled in Columbia.

She might be an interesting person to interview

https://www.yeonmi.com/

0

Mario(@mnicolaou)
  1 month ago

Suggested Guest
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Fork tailed Fauci!!!
That would be fun!!!

1

dr_t(@tomaz)
  1 month ago

Rich Dad, Poor Dad

“Rich Dad, Poor Dad” was one of the most in�uential books I ever read. I read it when I
was a young postdoc in 1997. So, yeah, it’s more than 20-25 years old. It played a big
part in me becoming a full time entrepreneur rather than an academic.

😜 
Hard times create strong men,
Strong men create good times,
Good times create weak men,
Weak men let women take over and run everything,
Women create hard times.

😜 

“Bring a new meaning to hard assets…”  😄  😆  😂  😆  😂 

Look forward to meetin’ y’all this weekend.

4

Island girl(@island-girl-2)
  1 month ago

Interview Subject

James Lindsay would be interesting

1

chipshot(@chipshot)
  1 month ago

Not Impressed By Kiyosaki
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I may be in the minority here, but Robert strikes me as soulless, who’s passion in life is
acquiring ever more wealth. His whole schtick seems to be defending the use of
wealth to generate more wealth.

Don’t tax the rich? No labor unions? Great for the 1%, not so much for everyone else.
How does that not lead to serfdom?

Then there was the “my good friend Donald Trump” comment, which clearly made
Chris uncomfortable, as did the numerous Biden bashings.

Capitalism sounds great in theory. Problem is it doesn’t account for human greed.
Pure, free market capitalism doesn’t exist in this country, not even close. Not sure such
a thing is possible. And if it is, how do you prevent the rich from getting richer at the
expense of everyone else? To me, that is an inherent �aw w capitalism.

16

Mario (@mnicolaou)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I can understand how you can make a judgement based on this one interview. I
have been following Robert for a long time. He has a unique sense of humor which I

love. It can be misunderstood but he don’t care.

I would encourage reading some of his books. One of my favorite besides rich dad

poor dad is unfair advantage. You will start to see his mind and his heart.

Most of his wealth is being left to charity. Did you know that? He is not only leaving
his wealth but his income producing assets. It’s an ongoing charity.

For him money, business and investing is a game. It’s fun for him. There are only so
many restaurants you can go to, places you can travel, houses you can buy, cars you

can drive. He lives this high lifestyle on less than 10% of his cash �ow. The rest gets
reinvested.
His passion is education and teaching others. Helping. He loves to teach.

Play his board game cash �ow. An amazing game. I have played it 100’s of times
with many different people. It’s interesting to see different people’s reactions. You
see greed come out. Interesting is when I show people in the game how to create a

win win! They get it and shift instead of the mindset someone has to lose for me to
win.

It doesn’t have to be that way!

5
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Island girl (@island-girl-2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Greed is an equal opportunity vice. Socialists are just as greedy. The politburo gets
rich at everyone else’s expense. And there is no check on their power. The real

question is how to constrain greed.

I suggest that requires combination of shared institutions that inculcate character,

relentless public exposure of wrongdoing, an independent judiciary, and equal
justice under the law. That means that legislators, not lobbyists , write the laws,
politicians and corporations live under the same laws as the common man, and all

are prosecuted with the same vigilance. Clearly not the case.

5

dennisc (@dennisc)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Win-win all around.

1

RussCR5187 (@russcr5187)

  Reply to    28 days ago

Well said.

0

Peter926(@peter926)
  1 month ago

Interview Suggestions

Joe Rogan, Peter Schiff, George Gammon

 Offl ine Peak Insider
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Addressing a Chambers of Commerce meeting in Boca Raton today,
Zelensky thanks BlackRock, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, and others for
their support of Ukraine. Adds that sending Ukraine heavier weapons,

like Abrams tanks, represents a “big business” opportunity for US
corporations

https://twitter.com/mtracey/status/1617786634606628865
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2

chipshot (@chipshot)

  Reply to    1 month ago

-Jimmy Dore (up/down politics and class war)
-Richard Wolff, although it may become more of a debate than an interview

3

Island girl (@island-girl-2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I second Joe Rogan and Jimmy Dore.
Would also suggest Ed Dowd.

4

Mike from Jersey (@mike-from-jersey)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Robert Malone

1

Waterdog14(@waterdog14)
  1 month ago

"Oil" Is No Longer What The IEA Claims It Is

Interview Art Berman and (separately) Nate Hagens, or watch this interview:

https://youtu.be/CDBJdQnjE2o

Those reassuring charts showing the US petroleum industry reclaiming the Nov 2018
high are bunk. Perhaps 20% of what is shown in the charts as “oil production” isn’t oil.
Industry can make lots of plastic baggies with ethane, �re lots of BBQ grills and heat
some homes with propane, etc., but crude oil (and therefore diesel and gasoline)
extraction rates are declining signi�cantly.

Buckle up
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 Last edited 1 month ago by AaronMcKeon

3

Redneck Engineer (@redneck-engineer)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Funny you mention that interview. I saw it recently. Pretty informative but I got
really annoyed by Nate’s interruptions.

0

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    1 month ago

The charts in there are worthy of some serious meditation!

I’ll get Art on here to discuss them.

6

Big Al(@expatal)
  1 month ago

Next Interview Subject

Andrew Henderson.

0

Hladini(@hladini)
  1 month ago

The Vietnam War....

is a perfect example of rats in a cage. I’m surprised the guest has not done more
introspection into that military intervention. I hope the day arrives when no one
‘answers the call of duty’ to make excursions into other nation states. Can we ever
trust any intel anymore? Haven’t we seen enough?

2
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Hladini(@hladini)
  1 month ago

YIKES!

The end of slavery correlating with the industrial revolution makes so much sense and
scared the bejeezus out of me because……. it probably means with the undoing of
industrial society, slavery will make a come back and not just for sex this time.

2

Island girl (@island-girl-2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

His point seemed to be that technology is replacing the musket as a means to
domination.

Technocratic serfdom is a form of slavery. If you have no personal agency and no
assets, if you are under constant surveillance and must do what your overseers tell

you, you are, by de�nition, a slave.

2

TheJMan (@thejman)

  Reply to    1 month ago

In my opinion the real abomination of slavery is treating people (regardless of race,
sex, ethnicity, ect. ) as if they are machines or tools. It is the act of seeing them as

non-humans of equal standing. Slavery is evil.

It removes and turns it back on the very foundational emotion that we should

always be embracing, that of empathy.

Our removing and stripping the bene�ts of the industrial and technological
revolutions, will most de�nitely lead to some form of slavery if we do not embrace

empathy for others at all times.

Embracing empathy for the lives of others and other life has been one of
humanities biggest challenges through the ages.

1

Peter Dawson(@superior-autoclavesyahoo-co-uk)
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  1 month ago

It’s Now Or Never

Please interview Brett Weinstein

3

Derek in the Flat Lands (@holytoled-io)

  Reply to    28 days ago

yeah but he gets him on the annual seminar anyway…

0

Affordablejoe(@affordablejoe)
  1 month ago

Next Interview

Arpad from Starpath Academy on youtube.
He lived through the hyperin�ation of Romania in the 1990’s and offers great insight.

3

findingmyway (@findingmyway)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I second this. He is great on how the average person and different strategies
succeeded and failed. Low on predictions, high on examples and leaves it to you to
decide.

2

pinecarr (@pinecarr)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Thanks for mentioning Arpad, @Affordablejoe . I wasn’t familiar with him before. I
just checked out one of his videos, and his perspective and insight on what we

might expect in hyperin�ation was interesting.

0
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Andyfoxy(@andyfoxy)
  1 month ago

Future Interview

Neil Oliver would be a good shout.

6

Island girl (@island-girl-2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Great idea

0

DaveDD(@davedd)
  1 month ago

Sunglasses

Robert is for sure an interesting person, with a intersting life, and a wealth of
experience. That to me is the major essence of this discussion. As for his statements, it
reminds me of sunglasses: it changes the color of the world around us, can we really
answer the question what color the world is when we do not know if we wear
sunglasses or not?

That said, we all wear sunglasses unconsciously. Wrt the importance of �nancial
freedom, and the rational decisionmaking, Robert is a giant.

1

NotEdAnser(@notedanser)
  1 month ago

Who To Interview Next ?

First off I enjoy Robert very much, he’s an old school guy that reminds me of my
uncles. Love to hear his unapologetic and patriotic views.
Who to interview next ?
-Edward Dowd
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-James Lindsay
-Peter Boghossian (for a second time)
-Whitney Webb
-Alex Berenson, just to hear why he thinks Ivermectin doesn’t work.
-Mark Crisping Miller
-Jessica Rose
-Aseem Malhotra

4

Island girl (@island-girl-2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Peter Boghossian and Whitney Webb have been on

1

TheJMan (@thejman)

  Reply to    1 month ago

-Robert Barnes

-Thomas Sowell
-Peter McCullough

-Brett and Eric Weinstein
-Robert Malone
-Randall Carlson

-Gerald Celente
-Judge Napolitano

–Jeff Snider
-Dr John Campbell
-Hugh Hendry

1

Carolyn Van Houten(@carolynvh)
  1 month ago

Who To Interview Next

Chris MacIntosh

1
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Burlypenguin(@burlypenguin)
  1 month ago

Who To Interview Next

I keep meaning to bring the substack up in the forum but since you ask who you
should interview next, I suggest the writer of the substack Harvard 2 the Big House. I
believe his name is Dan Sirotkin. He has written extensively about covid and was so
ahead of the curve. For example, in March of 2020 he was writing how the virus was
created and why. Link

He has been also documenting the coverups right from the beginning. Link This guy
knows his virology and has lots to say about covid.

1

Broadspectrum(@broadspectrum)
  1 month ago

The Inherent Racism Of The United States Is In The Fraud Of The
13th And 14th Amendments

Hello Chris,

This is not a loaded question but again your answer to it will tell me what you really
know and understand about the foundations of this so called United States. The
question is, Are you a citizen of the United States? Thank you.

Broadspectrum

1

DaveDD (@davedd)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I’m not an American, instead of quizzing Chris, could you enlighten me? And,
maybe some other non-Anericans?

3

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    1 month ago
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Here is the section 1 of the 13th Amendment

SECTION. 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for

crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the
United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Can anyone tell me what is missing? Clue: What is allowed to be legal by omission?

0

TheJMan (@thejman)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Sorry I’m missing it. How does that relate to citizenship in the United States? …
Asking for a friend.

2

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    28 days ago

What’s missing is this, since the words are not included then it is legal
by omission and that would be VOLUNTARY SERVITUDE. That’s totally

legal and lawful and the 14th Amendment de�nes Citizenship, what that
means and how the concept the words and phrases, in singular or plural
will be used to enslave us all.

The words and phrases matter and they don’t mean what most persons
think they mean colloquially. This is where a really old edition of Blacks
legal dictionary comes in handy…

Broadspectrum

0

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    27 days ago

Hi again TheJMan

My journey to Freedom began a long time ago. Freedom in Mind, Body,
Spirit, Emotions and Wealth. My �rst political memories are of JFK and
his assassination. He was on TV a lot and then NOT. No need to recap

history from then to now but what transpired, which was general
decline, was by design, pure and simple.
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Many years later in 2006, I obtained a DVD copy of
Producer/Writer/Director Aaron Russo’s “AMERICA – From Freedom to

Fascism”. In this movie Russo looks into the constitutionality of Federal
Income Tax levied on personal income. If he was either right or wrong

what would be the point? If it was true then why were persons using
this defense in court subsequently going to jail?? And if it was true then
what is the legal remedy? That last question to myself went unanswered

until 15 years later in 2021 in brief but in full in very early 2022.

Let me back up here…what was it that actually triggered me to call this

out? Everything was going swell. At the 10:38 mark, Mr. Kiyosaki held up
a copy of the greatest history book of all time, “The Creature from Jeckel
Island”. I thought all right this guy is on the same page with me. And he

was, big time, I didn’t disagree with him at all. At the 21:21 minute mark
Kiyosaki was talking about �ghting back with education. And I have
always totally agreed with that concept. Raising Awareness and

Expanding Consciousness is all I’m about. Because there is an Actual
Truth out there. And going along with �ghting back with education I felt

compelled to do so. Please allow me to elucidate you. 

 It was at the 21:56 minute mark when Mr. Kiyosaki stated, “America is
not a systemically racist country”. And at 22:05 he stated, “Slavery ended

with the Industrial Age”. Both statements are totally ludicrous, and I
reacted in same. Meaning, I laughed my ass off. Ha ha.

Either he is not aware of the fraud of the 13th and 14th amendments or
he is just not ready to acknowledge that publicly, is totally all right with
me. But I felt triggered enough to point out the inherent racism which

became systemic and which has resulted in the slavery of EVERYBODY.

Because you see the 14th Amendment is designed to do just that. The

words used, the phrases used and if the subjects being either singular or
plural really matters. Most persons when reading it, i.e. the 14th
Amendment would think it pretty innocent but it is one of the most evil

Amendments ever written. It is truly anti-human and anti-freedom and
extremely deceptive.

I already exposed the fraud of the 13th Amendment in the above
comment but there’s more to that one too. For instance do you know
that there is an original 13th Amendment out there that has never been

taken off the books…Well here it is…

13th Amendment – missing original 

Shall I go on?  Anyone care about the ultimate fraud, which is �rst only

above the germ theory and the allopathic medical model created by
Rockefeller and the brainwashing of doctors???

107



For Real,
Broadspectrum  

0

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    27 days ago

http://thematrixhasyou.org/13th-amendment/13th-amendment-
1.html

0

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Hello Scott,

I take it that you refer to yourself as a U.S. Citizen as de�ned by the 14th
Amendment. Is that correct? Thank you.

Broadspectrum

0

Broadspectrum(@broadspectrum)
  1 month ago

Better Question - Are You Filling A Federal Tax Return?

A person might not pay any taxes after they make their “legal” deductions but the
question then is are you still �ling an annual tax document? Again your honest answer
will tell me what you really know. Thank you.

Broadspectrum

0

Broadspectrum(@broadspectrum)
  1 month ago
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Paying Federal Income Taxes?

Hello Chris and Robert,

Simple question. Are either of you still paying Federal income taxes? Your answer to
this question will tell me what you really know about this system. Please reply openly
and honestly? Thank you.

Broadspectrum

1

Hladini (@hladini)

  Reply to    1 month ago

WhoTF are you?

2

thc0655 (@thc0655)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I’ll give you ten to one odds Broadspectrum is some �avor of a “sovereign

citizen.” Wait until he gets into the details of his “theory.” 💤

2

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    28 days ago

Hello thc0655,

What is a “sovereign citizen”? Thank you.

Broadspectrum

0

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    28 days ago

Hello Hladini,
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Reminds me of that movie with Arnold in it, “Predator”. He’s the leader of an
elite paramilitary rescue team on a mission to save hostages in guerrilla-held

territory in a Central American rainforest, who encounter the deadly Predator,
a skilled, technologically advanced alien who stalks and hunts them down.

After the Predator is mortally wounded in the booby trap he asks the alien
creature, “WhatTF are you?” and the Predator asks him right back, “WhatTF
are you?” and then self destructs. It was the best dialogue of the whole movie.

Ha ha.

I trust our dialogue will go better than that. And please do not self destruct.

Ha ha. Thank you.

Broadspectrum

0

Broadspectrum (@broadspectrum)

  Reply to    28 days ago

Hi Scott,

Actually the best questions are simple yes or no questions. A good line of
questioning using yes and no questions is often the quickest way to get to the
truth of a matter. Especially a yes or no answer to any particular question

could automatically end the line of questioning because enough questions
have been answered to arrive at a conclusion as to what someone else may or

may not know because if they did know they wouldn’t have answered the
question like they did.
And sometimes all it takes one question. Done.

Broadspectrum

0

Redneck Engineer(@redneck-engineer)
  1 month ago

Interview Suggestions

Neil McCoy-Ward
Art Berman
Whitney Webb
Peter Zeihan
Michael Burry
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2

pmkreiter (@pmkreiter)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Peter Schiff

Ed Dowd
Catherine Austin-Fitts

4

ipsolutions2 (@ipsolutions2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Ed Dowd

3

ipsolutions2 (@ipsolutions2)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Peter McCullough

2

Aus (@aus)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Burry wow!

0

Redneck Engineer (@redneck-engineer)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Longshot for sure but it would be fascinating

0

radiantsilvergun (@radiantsilvergun)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I saw some recent interviews with Zeihan, not sure what to make of him. I did
appreciate his analysis that Russia and China have serious problems and are not
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brilliant 3D chess wizards. On the other hand, the stuff he said about the Fed,
working for the Defense Dept, CBDC, Bitcoin, makes me think he is part of the deep

state…..

0

Redneck Engineer (@redneck-engineer)

  Reply to    1 month ago

It’d be a fascinating debate over some items of disagreement for sure.

0

Redneck Engineer (@redneck-engineer)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Richard Werner
Robert Schoch
Marc Faber

Mike Yeadon
Greg Mannarino

1

Chris Martenson(@cmartenson)
  1 month ago

Um….your source is a NYTimes article? Okay, not a strong source especially for
narratives shaping material that supports US conquest and imperialism which the
NYTimes is very much in favor of, every single time.

But, let me go there and see what sorts of comments people left?

A few said “yep, I never experienced that” but quite a few did experience something
exactly like that. In the scheme of things, I trust comments more than NYTimes
“articles” these days.
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4

Mongothepawn(@mongothepawn)
  1 month ago

Marxism Killed Many Millions Of People In The 20th Century.
That Is The Only Thing It Was Ever Good At.

I think we are in danger of the elites turning to Marxism to maintain their power and
control. They can’t stand the thought of smarter and more talented people knocking
them off their perch of privilege.

 Online Peak Insider
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If our society has a terminal case of Marxism, I am not sure what the best personal
solution to this would be. Maybe being in a low population density area with like
minded people with your own homestead is the answer. Without exception, Marxism
leads to human misery and famine. You would want to lay low. You don’t want to see a
bunch of hungry people showing up to steal the fruits of your labor.

Look at the fallout from the collapse of the USSR. I was only 9 when that happened
and I recall seeing tragic stories play out. I remember being in college 20 years ago
and seeing ads about women from the former USSR trying to �nd men to marry in the
USA to escape.

4

j_rock(@j_rock)
  1 month ago

YouTube Steam Stopped?

Steam says it’s now in Private, Video does not exist on YouTube.

2

Burlypenguin (@burlypenguin)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Can con�rm

0

DiPhi (@diphi)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Also Odyssee ‘cannot �nd’ the video.

And �nally, Rumble is not available in France.
Tough trying to look at this content!

0

Goat Lady(@goat-lady)
  1 month ago

People To Interview
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Martin Armstrong
Catherine Austin Fitts

6

Terko1211 (@terko1211)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Del Bigtree

4

lemenelk1 (@lemenelk1)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Aaron Siri! (the FOIA king deserves more limelight) 🙂
Neil Oliver

Can you interview Joe Rogan or is that only the other way around?

 Last edited 1 month ago by lemenelk1

5

lemenelk1 (@lemenelk1)

  Reply to    1 month ago

On the gardening / environmental front:

David the Good (good sense of humor and he’s lived in multiple
climates)

Zach Bush

0

Argentum47 (@argentum47)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Good choices. Also, Greg Hunter is another.

0

wilderabbit (@wilderabbit)

  Reply to    1 month ago
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I second Catherine Austin Fitts and Neil Oliver. Would also add James Corbett

2

pinecarr (@pinecarr)

  Reply to    1 month ago

James Howard Kunstler, “The Long Emergency”, “World Made by Hand”;

Fernando Aguirre (Ferfal), “The Modern Survival Manual: Surviving Societal
Collapse”;

Phil M. Williams, “2050: Collapse” (Book 5);
Dmitri Orlov, “The Five Stages of Collapse”;
Alex Newman, “Deep State”, “Crimes of the Educators”, CEO Liberty Sentinel Media,

Epoch Times contributor.

0

permiegirl(@permiegirl)
  1 month ago

"So You Like Hard Assets?"

Timing on that question was suspect. Or was that a subliminal joke?

0

Mark_BC(@mark_bc)
  1 month ago

Isms

The problem is that people think in black and white, not in shades and colours. We
latch onto ideas and simplify how we think the world works to �t those abstract ideas;
this is simply a requirement of the human brain to make sense of and function in the
workd. We then tend to deny those parts of our beliefs that are not consistent with
how the world works, and promote those that are. People who believe opposing
stories about the world do the same thing, only from the other side. As a result we
have a bunch of people arguing, pointing out what’s wrong with the other side but
not listening to what’s wrong with theirs.

Does the world work on principles underlying communism? No it does not. Does it
work on principles underlying free market capitalism? No ot does not. It works on it’s
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own set of rules. All our different isms do is put forth ideas, stories, on how societies
larger than 100 individuals shoild organize to live together harmoniously and prosper.

Here’s a thought: maybe many of those people promoting “communism” or socialism
are doing it in good faith, in response to the inevitable failings of free market
capitalism. Maybe every extreme isn is susceptible to corruption regardless of how
rosy the textbook theory portrays it.

Another thought. Maybe free market capitalism does not work. It may fail in different
ways than communism does, but it is simply not sustainable in the real world. Maybe
that’s what we’ve seen over the last 100 years. We arent going to convert people back
to capitalism until we genuinely address its inherent fatal �aws. I think this site here is
the best forum to discuss the fatal �aws in the various isms, in relation to the real
world constraints we exist in, and the nature of human behavior.

From that, we develp the best ism possible, one that cherry picks the wisdom from
each of the other isms, and establishes ways of best addressing the inevitable fatal
�aws of the other ism which the proponents of those isms are blind to.

7

Mongothepawn (@mongothepawn)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Capitalism’s biggest �aws are caused by stupid policies of a government that is
forced to clean up a large mess when things go bad. I can understand having a

escape path for debtors when they can no longer service their loans. It is called
bankruptcy.

The US has been bailing out gamblers for many decade that should have lost
everything in the casinos of Wallstreet. I think this is the primary cause of many of
the problems of western civilization.

These policies have distorted the free market so badly that actual productive
economic behaviors is valued less than people that work in �nance. This has killed

our productivity .

The Federal Reserve could only get away with their bad policies because the
economy had enough excess productivity to hide these bad policies. They can no

longer hide it. Until we �x this, we will continue to see our standard of living
decrease.

We must also keep politics and economics separate. We need a method of

preventing the elites from rigging the system in their favor by buying the politicians
in the legislature.
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4

Mario (@mnicolaou)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Well said. It brings lots of thoughts to mind. I do believe in balance. I don’t think one
size �ts all. I do agree these are ideas and guidelines and not absolutes. Black and

White. I think that is why we all gravitate to this site. Chris presents in a very grey
world, free thought and open to ideas. There are de�nitely �aws in capitalism. Given

the choice to try and �x capitalism or try and �x communism. I de�nitely choose
capitalism. In the not so distant past in this country you can change your family
history and legacy in one generation. It’s still possible but much more challenging.

That is only possible in a capitalist society. If everything has to be fair and equal
then you don’t have that freedom.

I see it as an employer. With 150 employees, they always are saying they want it to
be fair an equal unless it’s them on the upside, then it’s ok not to be fair and equal. I
did have different pay levels based on performance. Frankly the bickering amongst

them was exhausting. They would complain and brag to each other. I was trying to
create individualism. I wanted to differentiate based on performance, attitude and
effort. I changed it to level pay for each position to the upside and .50 cents an hour

increase every 6 months. As soon as I did that I had employees that got a raise and
say I been here the longest I should be higher than everyone else. These individuals

went up in income and still were able to �nd fault with it.

It’s impossible for everyone to agree and win. We can still do what’s good for people
and right with integrity even if they don’t agree or see it that way.

Ignorance is the enemy.

3

thc0655 (@thc0655)

  Reply to    1 month ago

I consider Communists and Socialists out to enslave and/or kill me. Hard to discuss

pros and cons with people like that (especially the True Believers, but also to a
lesser extent the Useful Idiots). An explicit refusal to participate in imposing slavery
or death on the opponents of Communism or Socialism would make such a

discussion perhaps possible.
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0

ChrisFreeman (@chrisfreeman)

  Reply to    1 month ago

Hear hear (here here?). I think, much like in politics, the focus on a single dimension
is a massive oversimpli�cation. People seem stuck trying to pick some spot on the

line of socialist-capitalist without spending time considering the space outside
those.

In politics we have at least identi�ed multiple dimensions: liberal-progressive, and
libertarian-authoritarian. I’m fairly con�dent more dimensions exist. What are the
economic dimensions outside of socialism-capitalism that haven’t been

recognized? I really don’t read much about people thinking about stuff like this.

1

Redneck Engineer(@redneck-engineer)
  1 month ago

Freedom In Thought And Action

Free minds and free markets are corollaries. Freedom of speech limits government
intervention in our thoughts. Freedom in economics limits government intervention in
our actions.

In fact you can’t have one without the other. To express an idea in public requires
some means – TV, newspaper, radio, social media. Even if on paper you’re free to say
why you will, if those means are under tight control of government you’ll see your
actual freedom is nonexistent.

2
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